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Abstract
In this paper we address a problem posed by W. Lewis at the Second International Conference on Continuum Theory held at
BUAP, Puebla, Mexico. Lewis asked for a characterization of local-planarity in inverse limit spaces of finite graphs in terms of
the dynamics of the bonding maps. We give some sufficiency conditions and show that points at which our sufficiency conditions
do not guarantee the space is locally planar, the problem requires a solution to the harder problem of characterizing planarity in
inverse limits of graphs. We also examine the case of an inverse limit generated by a single map, f , on a single graph, G. Assuming
that f has finitely many turning points and is non-contracting, we characterize local planarity in terms of the dynamics of f .
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1. Introduction
Every one-dimensional continuum can be represented as an inverse limit of an inverse sequence of finite graphs
and continuous maps with finitely many turning points [6]. Moreover, all hyperbolic attractors are inverse limits of a
branched one-manifold with a certain type of dynamically ‘nice’ bonding map [7]. These hyperbolic spaces are far
from typical. They have the property that every point has a neighborhood which is planar, in fact the neighborhoods
are homeomorphic to the product of a Cantor set and an open arc. In this paper we examine the much larger class
of ‘arbitrary’ inverse limits on graphs. These spaces contain many inhomogeneities, i.e. points with no neighborhood
homeomorphic to the product of a Cantor set and an open arc. Rather these inhomogeneities have neighborhoods
which are hopelessly folded up, or contain branching points of the continuum, and many neighborhoods which are
not planar.
W. Lewis posed the following problem at the Second International Conference on Continuum Theory:
Problem A. Determine necessary and sufficient conditions for an inverse limit of graphs to be locally planar.
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which the inverse limit space could be non-locally-planar. For the points in V we show that the solution to W. Lewis’
problem requires a solution to the following problem:
Problem B. Determine necessary and sufficient conditions for an inverse limit of graphs to be planar.
This is a difficult problem.
We show also that for a constant inverse sequence with a bonding map that has finitely many turning points and is
‘non-contracting’ there are only finitely many points in the inverse limit at which the space is not locally planar. These
points in the inverse limit space, V , correspond to periodic vertices in the graph with the property that every term
of their orbit is a vertex. In this special case we show that if x ∈ V then the components of neighborhoods of x are
chainable continua and a single simple n-od. A solution to Lewis’ problem in this context is equivalent to a solution
of the following problem:
Problem C. Determine necessary and sufficient conditions for a compactum with components consisting of chainable
continua and one simple n-od to be planar.
We solve this problem, and we show how to apply the solution to the case that the space is an inverse limit of a
graph with a single bonding map.
We end the paper with an easy example of an inverse limit of a simple four-od with a single bonding map that
generates an inverse limit space that is locally planar at every point except at the single point that corresponds to the
fixed vertex.
2. Preliminaries
We start with a few definitions. For standard definitions from continuum theory see [6].
Let X be a metric space and x ∈ X. Then X is planar provided there is an embedding of X into R2. We say X is
locally planar at x provided that there is a neighborhood U of x that is planar.
Let X be a metric space and x ∈ X. Let V be an open set containing x. Call a finite collection of open sets,
U = {U1,U2, . . . ,Un}, of V a simple chain or a linear cover provided Ui ∩Uj = ∅ if, and only if |i − j | < 2. We will
call the elements of such a linear cover links. If mesh(U) < ε then we call U an ε linear cover. Call a finite collection
of linear covers of V , U = {U1,U2, . . . ,Um} where Ui = {Ui1,Ui2, . . . ,Uipi }, a local chaining of V if, and only if,⋃
imUi covers V , Uij ∩Ukl = ∅ if, and only if, i = k and |j − l| < 2. Call each element, Ui of a local chaining U of
V a strand of U . If each strand of U is an ε linear cover call U a local ε-chaining of V .
Let C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cn} and D = {D1,D2, . . . ,Dm} be linear covers such that for each i  m there is a j  n
such that Di ⊆ Cj then we say D refines C and we write D  C.
If U = {U1,U2, . . . ,Un} and V = {V1,V2, . . . ,Vm} are local chainings of V with the property that
(1) every strand of V refines exactly one strand of U , and
(2) every strand of U is refined by some strand of V
then we say V refines U and we write V  U . The mesh of a local chaining is the largest mesh of its strands.
X is locally chainable at x iff there is a neighborhood U of x and a sequence of local chainings of U , {Ci}∞i=1, such
that
(1) mesh(Ci ) → 0 as i → ∞ and
(2) Ci  Ci−1.
We will say that the neighborhood U is locally chainable in this case. The notion of local chainability appeared earlier
in [3].
Lemma 1. Let X be a metric space and let x ∈ X. If X is locally chainable at x then X is locally planar at x.
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chainable, hence arc-like. By [5, Corollary 3.10] this neighborhood is planar. 
3. General inverse limits
Let G be a finite graph. Let x ∈ G, and define deg(x) = m if, and only if, x is an endpoint of exactly m arcs
whose intersection is the set {x}. Let f :G → G be continuous. We say that a point x ∈ G is a turning point for f
provided there is an arc A = [a, b] ⊆ G with x ∈ (a, b) such that f |A is not monotone but each of f |[a,x) and f |(x,b]
is monotone.
Let {Gi,fi}i∈N be an inverse sequence of graphs, Gi , and maps fi :Gi+1 → Gi . Define the vertex set, Vi =
{v1, v2, . . . , vni }, to be the collection of points in Gi that have the property that deg(vk)  3 for all 1  k  ni .
Assume that fi :Gi+1 → Gi is a map with finitely many turning points, Ti . Let (Gi, fi) denote the inverse limit
induced by the inverse sequence {Gi,fi}i∈N.
Let M ∈ N and let K ⊂ GM be open and connected. We will call such an open connected subset of a finite graph
an open subgraph. Notice that we can write:
f−1M [K] =
( ⋃
j∈J0
Aj
)
∪
(⋃
i∈I0
Ti
)
(1)
where each Aj is an open arc in GM+1 and each Ti is an open subgraph in GM+1 that is not also an open arc and
where each Aj and each Ti is a component of f−1M [K]. Since fM has only finitely many turning points it is clear that
each of the sets J0 and I0 is finite.
Let k1 ∈ I0. Consider the preimage of Tk1 .
f−1M+1[Tk1] =
( ⋃
j∈J0,k1
Aj
)
∪
( ⋃
i∈I0,k1
Ti
)
. (2)
Again we have finitely many open arcs in GM+2, Aj , and finitely many open subgraphs of GM+2, Ti .
Suppose, for all i  p, we have defined ki ∈ I0,k1,...,ki−1 such that Tki is an open subgraph of GM+i+1, and Tki is
a component of the preimage of Tki−1 . Then choose kp ∈ I0,k1,...,kp−1 and notice that:
f−1M+p[Tkp ] =
( ⋃
j∈J0,k1,...,kp
Aj
)
∪
( ⋃
i∈I0,k1,...,kp
Ti
)
(3)
where each open arc Aj is a component of f−1M+p[Tkp ] and each open subgraph Ti is also a component of f−1M+p[Tkp ].
Since fM+p has finitely many turning points there are only finitely many elements in the sets J0,k1,...,kp and I0,k1,...,kp .
Define the set ΣMK to be the collection of all possible finite sequences, (0, t1, . . . , tr ), of integers such that I0 is the
index set for open subgraph components of f−1M (K) and I0,t1,...,tr as defined above is nonempty. When we consider
a single graph with a single bonding map we will drop the superscript from ΣMK and call this collection ΣK and
if K is an open arc with only open arcs in its preimage then ΣMK is undefined. Define  on ΣMK by α  β if, and
only if, β is an extension of α then ΣMK is a tree (in the order-theoretic rather than continuum-theoretic sense). Since
each fi has only finitely many turning points, ΣMK is a finitely branching tree. We say a tree, T , is well-founded if
it has no infinitely long branches. See Kechris [2], or Kunen [4], for a more detailed discussion of such trees. In the
next theorem we will assume that these trees we have constructed are well-founded. König’s Lemma [4], states that a
finitely branching tree with infinitely many vertices must contain an infinite branch. In our case, these trees are finitely
branching and have no infinite branch. Hence they have only finitely many vertices. We will use this fact in the proof
of the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let fi :Gi+1 → Gi be a map with finitely many turning points, Ti . Let z ∈ (Gi, fi). Suppose that for
some M ∈ N and δ > 0 we have that if N ∈ N and if K is a component of (f N+MM )−1(Bδ[πM(z)]) then ΣN+MK is
well-founded. Then (Gi, fi) is locally chainable, hence locally planar, at z.
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U = π−1M
[
Bδ(zM)
]∩ (Gi, fi).
Let ε > 0. We will show that there is an ε-local chaining of U .
Choose N ∈ N large enough and γ > 0 small enough so that for each x ∈ GN+M , π−1N+M [Bγ (x)] ∩ (Gi, fi) has
diameter less than ε.
We can write:(
f N+MM
)−1[
Bδ(zM)
]= (⋃
j∈J
Aj
)
∪
(⋃
i∈I
Ti
)
where {Aj }j∈J is a collection of disjoint open arcs, {Ti}i∈I is a collection of disjoint ‘open’ subgraphs of GN+M , and
{Aj }j∈J ∪ {Ti}i∈I is the collection of components of (f N+MM )−1[Bδ(zM)]. Since each fj has finitely many turning
points, f N+MM has finitely many turning points. Hence the sets J and I are finite.
For each j ∈ J , let C0j be a γ -chaining of Aj . Let π−1N+M [C0j ] = Ĉ 0j . Each Ĉ 0j is an ε-linear cover of a subset of U .
Notice that the only points, x, in U which are not contained in a link of some Ĉ 0j must have xN+M contained in some
open subgraph, Ti . We now will cover those points.
Let i0 ∈ I . Consider:
f−1N+M(Ti0) =
( ⋃
j∈Ji0
Aj
)
∪
( ⋃
k∈Ii0
Tk
)
where {Aj }j∈Ji0 is a collection of disjoint open arcs, {Tk}k∈Ii0 is a collection of disjoint open subgraphs, and
{Aj }j∈Ji0 ∪ {Tk}k∈Ii0 is the collection of components of f−1N+M(Ti0). Since fN+M has finitely many turning points
the sets Ji0 and Ii0 are finite.
Since fN+M is uniformly continuous, choose γ1 > 0 such that fN+M [Bγ1(x)] ⊆ Bγ [fN+M(x)] for all x ∈
GN+M+1. For each j ∈ Ji0 , let C1j be a γ1-chaining of Aj . Let π−1N+M+1[C1j ] = Ĉ 1j . Notice that each Ĉ 1j is an ε-linear
cover of a subset of the points in U which project into Ti0 in the (N +M)th factor space. Notice that the only points, x,
in U ∩ π−1N+M(Ti0) that are not contained in a link of some Ĉ 1j have the property that xN+M+1 ∈ Tk for some k ∈ Ii0 .
Let m be a positive integer and suppose that for all integers 0 < p <m we have defined the index sets Ji0,i1,...,ip ,
Ii0,i1,...,ip such that:
f−1N+M+p(Tip ) =
( ⋃
j∈Ji0,i1,...,ip
Aj
)
∪
( ⋃
k∈Ii0,i1,...,ip
Tk
)
where {Aj }j∈Ji0,i1,...,ip is a collection of disjoint open arcs, {Tk}k∈Ii0,i1,...,ip is a collection of disjoint open subgraphs,
and {Aj }j∈Ji0,i1,...,ip ∪ {Tk}k∈Ii0,i1,...,ip is the collection of components of f−1N+M+p(Tip ).
Also suppose we have chosen γp > 0 such that fN+M+p[Bγp(x)] ⊆ Bγp−1[fN+M+p(x)] for all x ∈ GN+M+p+1.
For each j ∈ Ji0,i1,...,ip , let Cpj be a γp-chaining of Aj . Let π−1N+M+p+1[Cpj ] = Ĉ pj . Notice that each Ĉ pj is an ε-linear
cover of a subset of the points in U which project into Ti0 in the (N + M)th factor space. Notice that the only
points, x, in U ∩ π−1N+M(Ti0) that are not contained in a link of some Ĉ pj have the property that xN+M+q+1 ∈ Tiq for
all 0 q  p − 1. and xN+M+p+1 ∈ Tk for some k ∈ Ii0,i1,...,ip .
Let im ∈ Ii0,i1,...,im−1 . Let
f−1N+M+m(Tim) =
( ⋃
j∈Ji0,i1,...,im
Aj
)
∪
( ⋃
k∈Ii0,i1,...,im
Tk
)
be defined similarly along with the ε-linear covers Ĉmj in the inverse limit.
Notice that if for each m, Ii0,i1,...,im = ∅, then ΣN+MTi0 would have an infinitely long branch. This contradicts the
assumptions of the theorem. Hence every possible sequence in ΣN+MTi0 has first term i0 and must terminate. Moreover,
by König’s Lemma, ΣN+M has only finitely many vertices. So, for every integer m with Ii0,i1,...,im = ∅ there are onlyTi0
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k
= ∅ for all k ∈ D, each extension, α, of (i0, i1, . . . , im) has
the property that α  (i0, i1, . . . , im, . . . , iPmk ) for some k ∈ D, but (i0, i1, . . . , im, . . . , iPmk ) has no extension in ΣN+MTi0
for each k ∈ D. So, given k ∈ D, we have:
f−1
N+M+Pmk (TiPmk ) =
( ⋃
j∈Ji0,i1,...,iPm
k
Aj
)
.
In other words each of the finitely many components of f−1
N+M+Pmk (TiPmk ) is an open arc. Let γP
m
k
> 0 be defined so
that fN+M+Pmk [BγPmk (x)] ⊆ BγPmk −1 [fN+M+Pmk (x)] for all x ∈ GN+M+Pmk +1. For each j ∈ Ji0,i1,...,iPmk , let C
Pmk
j be a
γPmk
-chaining of Aj , and let π−1N+M+Pmk +1[C
Pmk
J ] = Ĉ
Pmk
j . Notice that Ĉ
Pmk
j is an ε-linear cover of a subset of U .
Notice that such a sequence of collections of ε-linear covers can be constructed beginning with any 	 ∈ I , and
continuing until reaching a sequence in ΣN+MT	 of maximal length.
Consider the collection of all such ε-linear covers of U . Again, by König’s Lemma and the fact that each map
fi has only finitely many turning points there are only finitely many such ε-linear covers. Let x ∈ U . We will show
that x is contained in one of the ε-linear covers constructed by this process. Notice that πN+M(x) = xN+M is either
in an open arc, Aj , or it is in one of the open subgraphs, Tq0 . If xN+M ∈ Aj then x ∈ Ĉj and we are finished. So
suppose xN+M is instead in Tq0 . Then, again, xN+M+1 is either in an arc Aj or some other open subgraph, Tq1 . If
xN+M+1 ∈ Aj , then x ∈ Ĉ1j , and we are finished. So suppose that xN+M+1 ∈ Tq1 . Continuing, we either arrive at a
stage where xN+M+p ∈ Aj , and hence x ∈ Ĉpj , or for each integer p, xN+M+p ∈ Tqp . This second case will allow us to
construct an arbitrarily long sequence, (q0, q1, . . . , qp) ∈ ΣN+MTqo , a contradiction. Hence for some positive integer, s,
xN+M+s ∈ Aj . This implies that x ∈ Ĉ sj . Hence the collection of ε-linear covers does indeed cover U .
Now we will show that no two such linear covers have links which intersect. Suppose that two different ε-linear
covers Ĉ rj and Ĉ r
′
j ′ contain links, L̂ ∈ Ĉ rj and L̂′ ∈ Ĉ r
′
j ′ , with L̂ ∩ L̂′ = ∅. Let w ∈ L̂ ∩ L̂′. Then there is an arc, Aj ,
such that wN+M+r ∈ Aj and there is a different arc, Aj ′ such that wN+M+r ′ ∈ Aj ′ . If r = r ′ this is clearly impossible.
So, without loss of generality, assume that r < r ′. This implies that f N+M+r
′
N+M+r [Aj ′ ] ∩ Aj = ∅. But by definition Aj
is a component of a preimage of Bδ(zM) and there is an open subgraph Tdr such that Tdr is also a component of a
preimage of Bδ(zM) and Aj ′ is a component of a preimage of Tdr . This is a contradiction, because Tdr ∩Aj = ∅. Thus
we have shown that the collection of all such ε-linear covers forms an ε-local-chaining of U . Since this can be done
for any ε > 0, we have that U is locally chainable. By Lemma 1 (Gi, fi) is locally planar at z. 
Notice that if z ∈ (Gi, fi) and z does not satisfy the conditions of the previous theorem, i.e. for all M ∈ N and
δ > 0 there is an N ∈ N and a component, K , of (f N+MM )−1(Bδ[πM(z)]) such that ΣN+MK is not well founded, then
every neighborhood of z will contain arbitrarily small continua that are themselves inverse limit spaces of graphs and
bonding maps with finitely many turning points. To see this notice that if ε > 0, there is an integer M ∈ N and a
positive value, δ, such that π−1M [Bδ(zM)] ⊆ Bε(z). Let N ∈N and K be a component of (f N+MM )−1(Bδ[πM(z)]) such
that ΣN+MK is not well-founded. Then let (i0, i1, . . .) be the infinite branch of Σ
N+M
K . We then know immediately that
the inverse sequence, {Tij fN+M+j |Tij } gives rise to a subcontinuum of Bε(z). Hence for such points, z, the question of
local planarity is shown to depend upon the question of finding conditions that would guarantee planarity for inverse
limits of graphs.
4. Limits of constant inverse sequences
In this section we begin with an examination of an inverse sequence of maps and graphs that are only slightly
more general than an inverse sequence consisting of a single graph with a single bonding map. Recall that Vi denotes
the vertex set of the graph Gi . We assume that the inverse sequence, {Gi,fi}i∈N, has the property that there is some
positive number λ such that:
(‡) if v, v′ ∈ Vi then d(v, v′) λ, and fi(Vi+1)∩Bλ(v) ⊆ {v} for all integers i.
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(†) if A ⊆ Gi is connected and B ⊂ f−1i (A) is connected then diam(B) diam(A).
We will begin by analyzing the structure of preimages of vertices. Let i ∈ N. Let vm ∈ Vi be a vertex of Gi .
Suppose that f−1i (vm) ∩ Vi+1 = ∅. Let vj1 ∈ f−1i (vk) ∩ Vi+1. Inductively define vjk+1 ∈ f−1i+k−1(vjk ) ∩ Vi+k . This
gives a sequence of vertices (vm, vj1, vj2, . . .) with the property that fi+k(vjk+1) = vjk . This sequence might be finite
and is not necessarily unique. We will call such a sequence of vertices an admissible sequence for vm. Given an integer
i ∈ N let Per′(Vi) denote the set of points of Vi for which an infinitely long admissible sequence exists.
Now we will show that points in the inverse limit which do not infinitely often project into the closure of the union
of the images of the respective Per′(Vi) sets have neighborhoods which are planar.
Lemma 2. Let {Gi,fi}i∈N be an inverse sequence satisfying (‡) & (†). Let z ∈ (Gi, fi) and suppose that for some
M ∈N and for some δ > 0
Bδ
[
πM(z)
]∩( ⋃
mM
fmM
[
Per′(Vm)
])= ∅.
Then there is an open set, U , in (Gi, fi) containing z such that U is locally chainable. Hence (Gi, fi) is locally
planar at z.
Proof. Let z ∈ (Gi, fi), M ∈N and λ2 > δ > 0 be defined so as to satisfy the assumptions of the lemma.
Let ε > 0, and choose N ∈ N large enough and γ > 0 small enough so that for each x ∈ GN+M , π−1N+M [Bγ (x)] ∩
(Gi, fi) has diameter less than ε.
We can write:(
f N+MM
)−1[
Bδ(zM)
]= (⋃
j∈J
Aj
)
∪
(⋃
i∈I
Ti
)
where {Aj }j∈J is a collection of disjoint open arcs, {Ti}i∈I is a collection of disjoint open subgraphs of GN+M that
miss Per′(VN+M), and {Aj }j∈J ∪ {Ti}i∈I is the collection of components of (f N+MM )−1[Bδ(zM)]. Since each fj has
finitely many turning points, f N+MM has finitely many turning points. Hence the sets J and I are finite.
Given any k ∈ I , notice that Tk is an ‘open’ n-od in GN+M because diam(Tk) < λ2 it cannot contain more than
one branch point of GN+M . Notice also that the single branch point, vk , of Tk is not in Per′(VN+M). Hence every
admissible sequence containing vk is necessarily finite. Since fN+M(VN+M+1)∩Bλ(vk) ⊆ {vk}, we have that for every
branch point v′ of every open n-od, T	, in the preimage of Tk , fN+M(v′) = vk . This shows a natural correspondence
between admissible sequences starting with vk as their first coordinate and elements of ΣN+MTk . Since every admissible
sequence starting with vk must have a maximal extension of finite length, we have that ΣN+MTk is well-founded. Hence,
by Theorem 1, (Gi, fi) is locally chainable at z. 
This leads immediately to the main theorem of the section regarding inverse sequences consisting of a single graph
and a single map.
Theorem 2. Let f :G → G have finitely many turning points and satisfy property (†). Then there are at most finitely
many points, x, of (G,f ) at which (G,f ) is not locally planar.
Proof. Let V ⊂ (G,f ) be defined such that x ∈ V if, and only if xn ∈ V for every n ∈ N. Let z ∈ (G,f ) \ V . Let
m ∈ N such that zm /∈ V . Notice that, since we are considering a constant inverse sequence, {G,f } satisfies both (†)
and (‡). We also have that Per′(V ) consists of all vertices of G that are periodic and have the property that their orbit
lies completely inside the set V . Hence f n[Per′(V )] = Per′(V ) for all n ∈ N and Per′(V ) is finite so it is closed. Thus
we easily see that there is a positive number, δ, such that
Bδ[zm] ∩
(⋃
n∈N
f n
[
Per′(V )
])= ∅.
Then, by Lemma 2, if z ∈ (G,f ) \ V then (G,f ) is locally planar at z. Clearly V is finite. 
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at one endpoint. Recall that V denotes the set of vertices of G. Now we will analyze neighborhoods of points in
V = {z ∈ (G,f ): zm ∈ V for all m ∈ N}.
Lemma 3. Let f :G → G be a finite-to-one map that satisfies property (†). Let z ∈ V . Then there is a neighborhood, U ,
of z and a positive integer n  2 with the property that every component of U is a chainable continuum except the
component containing z which is a simple n-od.
Proof. Let ε > 0 be small enough so that ε < λ2 where λ is given by (‡), Tf ∩ Bε(v) ⊆ {v}, and Bε(v) is connected
for all v ∈ V , where Tf denotes the set of turning points for f . Let v0 ∈ Per′(V ) such that z1 = v0. Assume v0 is
periodic of period p, and denote the orbit of v0 by orb(v0) = {f j (v0) = vj }pj=0 ⊆ V . Let U = π−11 [Bε2 (v0)]. Then
π1[U ] ⊆ Bε(v0).
Let K be a component of U such that z /∈ K . Let γ > 0. We will show that K is chainable by covering it with a
γ -chain. Let M be large enough so that KM = πM(K) has the property that KM ∩ orb(v0) = ∅. Choose δ > 0 small
enough and N ∈ N large enough so that π−1N+M [Bδ(x)] has diameter less than γ for all x ∈ G. Clearly, KN+M ⊆
f−(N+M)[Bε(v0)]. Notice that since KM ∩ orb(v0) = ∅, KN+M ∩ orb(v0) = ∅.
If KN+M is an arc then we are finished because we can easily cover it with δ-chain that will then lift to a γ -
chain of K . So suppose that KN+M is not an arc in G. Then KN+M must contain a vertex, v′. By (†) we know
that diam(KN+M) < λ2 so there is at most one vertex contained in KN+M . If v
′ ∈ Per′(V ) then f N+M(v′) ∈ V and
f N+M(v′) ∈ Bε(v0). Since ε < λ2 , we know that f N+M(v′) = v0. Thus, if v′ ∈ Per′(V ), then v0 ∈ orb(v′), but since
v0 and v′ are periodic this is the same as v′ ∈ orb(v0). This contradicts our assumption that KN+M ∩ orb(v0) = ∅.
Hence it must be the case that v′ /∈ Per′(V ). So the tree ΣN+MKN+M is well-founded. This implies that there is an integer J
such that KN+M+J is an arc. Since f is uniformly continuous, we can pick δj > 0 such that a δj -chain of KN+M+J
lifts to a γ -chain of K . Hence K is a chainable continuum.
Now we will show that the single component of U that contains z is a simple n-od for some n ∈N. Let T0 = Bε(v0).
Let j ∈ N and suppose that Tj−1 is defined. Define Tj to be the component of f−1[Tj−1] containing a point of
orb(v0). Notice that (Ti, f |Ti ) is a subcontinuum of (G,f ) containing z. We will show that (Ti, f |Ti ) is a simple
n-od for some integer n. This will establish the lemma. By the Subsequence Theorem [1, Corollary 1.7.1], (Ti, f |Ti )
is homeomorphic to (Tip, f p|Tip ) and under the map f p , v0 is a fixed point. This is the inverse limit space we will
examine.
Assume we have labelled the N0 endpoints of T0 by x0i for all 1  i  N0. Let A0i denote the arc irreducible
between x0i and the vertex v0 in T0. Since Tkp ⊆ T0 for all k ∈N, let Akpi denote the largest arc in A0i ∩ Tkp .
We first will demonstrate that by our choice of ε we have no points in Tp ∩ Tf except for perhaps v0. It is easy
to see that for a positive integer, q  p, Tf q = {x ∈ G: x ∈ Tf or there is an integer s < q such that f s(x) ∈ Tf }. So
if x ∈ Tp ∩ Tf p then there is an integer 0 s < p such that f s(x) ∈ Tf . Since f s(Tp) = Tp−s which is a connected
subgraph contained in f−(p−s)(T0) and since we are assuming (†), diam(f s(Tp)) diam(T0) < ε which implies that
Tf ∩ f s(Tp) ⊆ {vp−s}. Since f is finite-to-one, f p is also finite-to-one. So suppose that Tp ∩ Tf p contains a point
other than v0 and that x = v0 is one such point with the property that the unique open arc, (x, v0) contained in Tp does
not contain any other points in Tp ∩ Tf p . Let 0 s < q such that f s(x) ∈ Tf . Then f s(x) = vp−s . Since f p|(x,v0) is
monotone, all of f p|[x,v0], f s |(x,v0), and f s |[x0,p] are also monotone. This is a contradiction since both of v0 and x
must map to vp−s . Hence there is no point in Tf p ∩ Tp other than perhaps v0. Thus each arc in Tp that is irreducible
between an endpoint of Tp and v0, Apk , is mapped by f p monotonically into some arc A
0
j irreducible between v0 and
an endpoint of T0.
Define the map φ by φ(k) = j if, and only if, f p(Apk ) ⊆ A0j . Let r, s ∈ N such that r > s. Notice that,
f (r−s)p[Arpi ] ⊆ Aspφ(i) because Arpi ⊆ A0i . Let i be defined so that φ−1(i) = ∅. Then, for all m ∈ N, there is no
x ∈ (Tip, f p|Tip ) with xmp ∈ Ampi . Thus the arcs, A0i , in T0 with φ−1(i) = ∅ contribute nothing to the inverse limit
space, (Tip, f p|Tip ). Hence, for each k ∈ N, we define
T̂kp =
⋃
−1
A
kp
s .s∈{r: φ (r) =∅}
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since the arcs in Tip \ T̂ip contribute no points to the inverse limit space, this induced map is actually a homeomor-
phism. Let n = |{r: φ−1(r) = ∅}|. Assume that for some k ∈N there are two integers, s and t , such that Akps and Akpt
are in T̂kp and φ(s) = φ(t) = u. Then f (Akps ) ⊆ A(k−1)pu ⊆ T̂(k−1)p and f (Akpt ) ⊆ A(k−1)pu ⊆ T̂(k−1)p . Then there are
n − 2 arcs left in T̂kp that must be mapped to the n − 1 remaining arcs in T̂(k−1)p . This is impossible since none of
these arcs contain a turning point other than, perhaps, v0. Hence f p maps the edges of T̂kp to the edges of T̂(k−1)p in
a one-to-one fashion. This implies that (T̂ip, f |T̂ip ) is a simple n-od. 
Thus we have reduced the problem of determining when a point in the inverse limit of a constant inverse sequence
with a non-contracting bonding map has a planar neighborhood to the problem of determining when a compactum
with components consisting of chainable continua and a single simple n-od is planar. We address that problem now.
Lemma 4. Let n > 2, and let U be a neighborhood in a continuum, X, such that
U = T ∪
(⋃
λ∈Λ
Kλ
)
where T is a simple n-od with vertex v and Kλ is a chainable continuum for each λ ∈ Λ. Then X is locally planar at
v if, and only if there is an open set, W containing v, a labelling of T ′ = T ∩W such that each edge of T ′ is given by
Ei = [ei, v] where ei is the ith endpoint of T and
W =
n⋃
i=1
Li
where each Li is a closed set defined by Li = (Ei ∪ Ei+1) ∪ (⋃λ∈Λi Kλ) for 1  i < n and Ln = (En ∪ E1) ∪
(
⋃
λ∈Λn Kλ) where Λi ⊆ Λ for each 1 i  n satisfying:
(i) for 1 i < n, Li ∩Li+1 = Ei+1,
(ii) Ln ∩L1 = E1,
(iii) for 1 < i < n, Li ∩Lj = {v} for all j /∈ {i, i − 1, i + 1},
(iv) L1 ∩Lj = {v} for all j /∈ {1,2, n}, and
(v) Ln ∩Lj = {v} for all j /∈ {1, n− 1, n}.
Proof. Suppose that U is such a neighborhood in a continuum and W is an open set containing v and that we have
a labelling of the simple n-od such that W = ⋃ni=1 Li and the collection of closed sets {Li}ni=1 satisfies conditions
(i)–(v).
It is not hard to see that there is an embedding, h1, of L1 into the square [0,1] × [0,1] such that h1(E1) =
{(0, y): 0 y  1}, h1(E2) = {(x,0): 0 x  1}, and h1(⋃λ∈Λ1 Kλ) is contained in the interior of the square. (An
argument utilizing sequences of refining local chains can be made because L1 is locally chainable.) Similarly there is
an embedding, h2, of L2 into the square [0,1]× [−1,0] such that h2|E2 = h1|E2 , h2(E3) = {(0, y): −1 y  0}, and
h2(
⋃
λ∈Λ2 Kλ) is contained in the interior of this square. Clearly,
h′2(x) =
{
h1(x) if x ∈ L1,
h2(x) if x ∈ L2,
is an embedding of L1 ∪L2 into the plane. Continuing, it is not hard to see that an embedding of ⋃ni=1 Li = W into
the plane can be constructed. Hence W is planar, and X is locally planar at v.
Now suppose that X is locally planar at v. Let U be a neighborhood of v that is planar and let h be some embedding
of U such that h(v) = (0,0). Let ε > 0 be small enough so that Bε(h(v)) ⊆ h(U) and each edge of h(T ) is not
contained in Bε(h(v)) (this implies that each edge of h(T ) meets the boundary of Bε(h(v))). We will show that
W = h−1[B ε
2
(h(v))] admits a decomposition into closed sets satisfying (i)–(v) by showing that B ε
2
(h(v)) admits
such a decomposition. Let T ′ = h(T )∩B ε
2
(h(v)), and label T ′ counterclockwise taking the edge of T ′ closest to the
negative real axis as the first edge. For 1 i < n, let Ri be the closed bounded region in B ε (h(v)) with E′ and E′2 i i+1
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′
i to e
′
i+1. Define Rn similarly, taking n+ 1 to be 1. Intersecting these sets
with U ′ = h(U) ∩ B ε
2
(h(v)) gives a decomposition of U ′ into closed sets, {R′j }nj=1. Let Λi ⊆ Λ be defined so that
λ ∈ Λi if, and only if, Kλ ∩ R′i = ∅. If Λi ∩ Λj = ∅ then there must be a chainable continuum, K ′λ, that meets both
(R′i )◦ and (R′j )◦. If i = j , then, by the Jordan Curve theorem, K ′λ must meet an edge, E′k (notice K ′λ cannot meet the
arc of the circle of radius ε2 because K
′
λ ⊆ Bε2 ((0,0))). This implies that h is not an embedding. Hence i = j . Thus the
collection {Λj }nj=1 is disjoint and indexes the components of U ′ that are chainable continua. It follows immediately
that {R′i}ni=1 satisfies (i)–(v). This establishes the theorem. 
We now will apply the previous lemma to the case of an inverse limit generated by a constant inverse sequence,
{G,f } such that f has finitely many turning points and f is non-contracting, i.e. f satisfies (†). By Theorem 2 and
Lemma 3, we need only consider points in V . Let z ∈ V and let v0 be the vertex in Per′(V ) of period p with v0 = z1.
We showed in the proof of Lemma 3 that, for some integer n 2, there is a simple n-od, T̂0 that contains v0, and we
showed that there is an integer b  2 such that the inverse limit (T̂i , f |T̂i ) contains a simple b-od containing z as its
vertex. We also showed that, given N ∈ N, if K is any component of f−N(T̂i) other than the component that meets
orb(v0), T̂i+N , then ΣK is a well-founded tree. For a preimage, K , of T̂i under f N other than T̂i+N , we will denote
ΣK ∪ {(0)} by Σi+NK (we define (0) ≺ α for all α ∈ ΣK ). Since f has only finitely many turning points, Σi+NK is
finitely branching, so by König’s Lemma [4], there are finitely many vertices in Σi+NK . Given an element ζ ∈ Σi+NK ,
let |ζ | denote the length of ζ and let ζˆ denote the last term of ζ . By Eq. (3):
f−1M+p[Tkp ] =
( ⋃
j∈J0,k1,...,kp
Aj
)
∪
( ⋃
i∈I0,k1,...,kp
Ti
)
we have the index set Jζ corresponding to arcs in the preimage of Tζˆ which is itself an open subgraph (actually there
is an integer s  3 such that T
ζˆ
is an open s-od in this case) that is mapped by f |ζ |+N into T̂i . So if j ∈ Jζ then
f |ζ |+N+1[Aj ] is a subset of T̂i . To avoid confusion, we will denote such an index set by J i+Nζ . If ζ is a maximal
element in Σi+NK then it must be the case that Iζ is empty.
Given i,N,q ∈ N, 1  m  n and a labelling of the simple n-od T̂i with edges Eir for 1  r  n and vertex vi ,
define
Γ
i,N,q
m =
{
(Aj , ζ ): there is some K a component of f−N(T̂i) \ T̂i+N,
ζ ∈ Σi+NK and j ∈ J i+Nζ such that I i+Nζ = ∅ and
(
f |ζ |+N+1[Aj ] ∩Eim
) \B 1
q
(vi) = ∅
}
,
and define
Γ
i,q
m =
{
(Aj , ζ,N): (Aj , ζ ) ∈ Γ i,N,qm
}
.
In other words, Γ i,qm gives the collection of arcs in G that are preimages of T̂i that intersect the mth edge of T̂i ,
Eim in a non-trivial way, i.e. at least 1q away from the vertex. If K is a component of the N th preimage of T̂i different
from T̂i+N then Σi+NK is well-founded, so every extension of every ζ ′ ∈ Σi+NK , is finite. These ‘maximally extended’
elements of Σi+NK , ζ = (0, t1, . . . , tr ), are the elements for which the index set for the arcs, J i+Nζ , is nonempty, but
the index set for the open n-ods, I i+Nζ , is empty.
Theorem 3. Let f :G → G be a surjective map such that f has finitely many turning points and is non-contracting.
Let z ∈ (G,f ). Then (G,f ) is locally planar at z if, and only if, there is some integer m so that πm(z) /∈ Per′(V ),
or πm(z) ∈ Per′(V ) for all integers m, π1(z) = v0 ∈ Per′(V ) with some simple n-od, T̂0, in G containing v0 that
generates a simple b-od, T̂ = (T̂j , f |T̂j ), in (G,f ) containing z as its vertex and there is an integer i and a labelling
of T̂i such that for every q ∈N
(a) there is no element common to three of {Γ i,qm }nm=1,
(b) Γ i,q ∩ Γ i,q = ∅ for all j /∈ {1,2, n},1 j
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(d) for 1 < k < n, Γ i,qk ∩ Γ i,qj = ∅ for all j /∈ {k − 1, k, k + 1}.
Proof. Let z ∈ (G,f ) and assume that for all integers m, πm(z) = zm ∈ Per′(V ). Let v0 = z1, and let p be the period
of v0. Let T̂0 be the simple n-od in G containing v0 that generates the inverse sequence {T̂j , f |T̂j } with limit equal to
a simple n-od containing z as its vertex. If n = 2 then clearly we are finished. So assume that n > 2. Assume i ∈ N
and T̂i has been labelled so that the collection {Γ i,qm }nm=1 satisfies (a)–(d) for all q ∈ N. We will show that π−1i (T̂i )
admits a decomposition into closed sets, {Lk}nk=1, that satisfies (i)–(v) of Lemma 4.
Notice that the labelling of T̂i induces a unique labelling of T̂m for all m ∈ N, because by the construction of the
sequence of simple n-ods, {T̂m}m0, in the proof of Lemma 3 we know that f |T̂m is a bijection on the edge sets. This
clearly induces a labelling of the limit of this inverse sequence, T̂ , such that x ∈ Êj , the j th edge of T̂ , if, and only if
xs ∈ Esj ⊆ T̂s for all integers s and 1 j  n.
Let x ∈ W = π−1i (T̂i ) \ T̂ . By Lemma 3, there is a chainable continuum in W containing x, and there is an
integer 	 > i such that x	 /∈ T̂	. Let M be the least integer such that xM+i /∈ T̂M+i . Then xM−1+i ∈ T̂M−1+i , and
there is some component, K , of f−1(T̂M−1+i ) containing xM+i . Since f is a continuous surjection of G it must be
the case that for some q ∈ N, f (K) ⊆ B 1
q
(vM−1+i ). Thus the infinite sequence (x(M+i)+j )j∈N corresponds to some
maximal ζ ∈ ΣM+iK with IM+iζ = ∅ and JM+iζ = ∅. Thus, there is a j ∈ JM+iζ such that xM+i+|ζ | ∈ Aj . This (Aj , ζ )
will be contained in one of the sets Γ i,M,qm for some 1  m  n. For such an arc, Aj , let φ(Aj ) = M + i + |ζ | so
f φ(Aj )−i[Aj ] ⊆ T̂i . Also, (Aj , ζ ) ∈ Γ i,M,qm if, and only if, f φ(Aj )−i[Aj ] meets the mth edge of T̂i , Eim, at a point
other than the vertex of T̂i . This shows that
W = T̂ ∪
⋃
1mn
(⋃
q∈N
[ ⋃
(Aj ,ζ,M)∈Γ i,qm
π−1φ(Aj )[Aj ]
])
.
We will show how to decompose W into n closed sets that satisfy (i)–(v) of Lemma 4. For each 1 j < n, let
Λj =
⋃
q∈N
(
Γ
i,q
j \
[ ⋃
k =j,j+1
Γ
i,q
k
])
,
and
Λn =
⋃
q∈N
(
Γ
i,q
n \
[ ⋃
k =1,n
Γ
i,q
k
])
.
For each 1 j < n, let
Lj = (Êj ∪ Êj+1)∪
( ⋃
(Ak,ζ,M)∈Λj
π−1
φ(Ak)
[Ak]
)
,
and
Ln = (Ên ∪ Ê1)∪
( ⋃
(Ak,ζ,M)∈Λn
π−1φ(Ak)[Ak]
)
.
We will show that {Lj }ni=1 is a decomposition of W into closed sets that satisfy (i)–(v). To start, assume that
(Ak, ζ,M) ∈ Λj ∩ Λm. This implies that for some pair of positive integers, q and r , (Ak, ζ,M) ∈ Γ i,qj and
(Ak, ζ,M) ∈ Γ i,rm . Assume that r > q , then (Ak, ζ,M) ∈ Γ i,rj and (Ak, ζ,M) ∈ Γ i,rm . By properties (a)–(d), either
m = j + 1 or m = j (where by n+ 1 we mean 1).
If m = j + 1, then (Ak, ζ,M) /∈ Γ i,rm \ (⋃	 =m,m+1 Γ i,r	 ), because n > 2. In fact we then have that (Ak, ζ,M) /∈
Γ
i,t
m \ (⋃	 =m,m+1 Γ i,t	 ) for all t ∈ N. Hence (Ak, ζ,M) /∈ Λm. So if Λj ∩ Λm = ∅ then j = m. This shows that{Lj }nj=1 is a decomposition of W that satisfies the intersection properties of (i)–(v) of Lemma 4. All that remains to
show is that each Lj is closed.
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some m ∈ N, xm+i /∈ T̂m+i . Let M be the least such m. Then x(M−1)+i ∈ T̂(M−1)+i , and there is some component, K ,
of f−1(T̂(M−1)+i ) containing xM+i . The infinite sequence (xM+i+k)k∈N corresponds to some maximal ζ ∈ ΣM+iK
with IM+iζ = ∅ and JM+iζ = ∅. Thus, there is a k ∈ JM+iζ such that xM+i+|ζ | ∈ Ak . Again since f is a continuous
surjection, there is a positive integer q such that fM+|ζ |+1(Ak) ⊆ B 1
q
(vi). Clearly, (Ak, ζ,M) will be contained in
one of the sets Γ i,qm for some 1m n, and hence in some Λr . Since JM+iζ is finite there is a positive number, ε such
that Bε(xM+i+|ζ |)∩A	 = ∅ for all 	 ∈ JM+iζ \ {k}.
Since x ∈ L′j , there is a point w ∈ π−1M+i+|ζ |[Bε(xM+i+|ζ |)] ∩ L′j . Clearly wM+i+|ζ | ∈ Ak , so (Ak, ζ,M) ∈ Λj .
This implies that x ∈ Lj . Hence each Lj is closed. This establishes the sufficiency of the theorem.
Now suppose that (G,f ) is locally planar at z and that for every integer m, zm ∈ Per′(V ). Let U be a neighborhood
of z that is planar. Let i be large enough and ε small enough so that W = π−1i [Bε(zi)] ⊆ U . Let T̂i be the n-od about zi
that generates the n-od in the inverse limit contained in W . If n = 2 then any labelling of T̂i will generate a collection
{Γ ij }2j=1 that satisfies (a)–(d). So assume that n > 2. Then by Lemma 4 there is a labelling of T̂ and decomposition
of W into closed sets, {Lj }nj=1 satisfying (i)–(v) of Lemma 4. Clearly this induces a labelling on T̂i which in turn, for
each positive integer q , generates a collection, {Γ i,qj }nj=1 defined by the labelling of T̂i . Suppose that for each s  i
there is an integer q such that {Γ s,qj }nj=1 does not satisfy (a)–(d). Notice that, given s  i, if r  q then Γ s,rj ⊇ Γ s,qj
for each 1  j  1 because 1
r
 1
q
. Thus we are assuming that for each s  i there is some integer Q such that for
each q Q, {Γ s,qj }nj=1 does not satisfy (a)–(d).
Let Lk be one of the n closed sets guaranteed by Lemma 4. Since Lk is compact, πm(Lk) is closed for each m ∈N.
Since Lk ⊆ π−1i (T̂i), πm+i (Lk) ⊆ f−m(T̂i) which consists of finitely many closed connected subsets of G, {Dmj }qmj=1.
Clearly, πm+i (Lk)∩Dmj is a closed set for each 1 j  qm. Thus Lmk = πm+i (Lk) \ T̂m+i is a closed subset of G. Let
j = k. Suppose that for infinitely many m ∈ N, Lmk ∩Lmj = ∅. Then ∅ = (Lmk ∩Lmj ,f |Lmk ∩Lmj ) ⊆ Lk ∩Lj . Moreover,
if x ∈ (Lmk ∩Lmj ,f |Lmk ∩Lmj ) then xm ∈ Lmk ∩Lmj for every m ∈ N, which implies that x /∈ T̂ . This is impossible, since
{Lj }nj=1 satisfies (i)–(v) of Lemma 4 which state, among other things, that Lj ∩Lk ⊆ T̂ . So there is an integer N such
that if mN then Lmj ∩Lmk = ∅.
Let s N . We now will consider the simple n-od, T̂s and the labelling it inherits from T̂ and the sets {Γ s,qj }nj=1.
By our assumptions, we can choose Q to be large enough so that if q Q then {Γ s,qj }nj=1 does not satisfy (a)–(d).
Let M ∈ N, and let (Aj , ζ,M) ∈ Γ s,qk for some 1 k  n and for some q Q. Then there is a closed set Lr such that
πM+s+|ζ |(Lr) ⊇ Aj .
Fix q Q. Since {Γ s,qj }nj=1 does not satisfy (a)–(d) we know that either
(1) Γ s,qj ∩ Γ s,qk = ∅ with k /∈ {j − 1, j, j + 1} (where by 1 − 1 we mean n and by n+ 1 we mean 1) or
(2) for three different integer, 1 j, k, 	 n, Γ s,qj ∩ Γ s,qk ∩ Γ s,q	 = ∅.
It is not hard to see that either (1) or (2) holds for infinitely many s  N . Suppose that (1) holds for infinitely
many s  N . Also we can see that infinitely often (1) must hold for the same pair of indices, say j = k, with k /∈
{j − 1, j, j + 1}. For each of the infinitely many integers s N with (Ar, ζ,M) ∈ Γ s,qj ∩ Γ s,qk there is a single Lw
with Ar ⊆ πM+s+|ζ |+1(Lw). So we can assume that one of these closed sets, Lw , has the property that for an infinite
increasing sequence of integers, {si}i∈N, greater than N , there is an element (Ari , ζi ,Mi) ∈ Γ si ,qj ∩ Γ si ,qk we have
πMi+si+|ζi |+1(Lw) ⊇ Ari . Since (Ari , ζi,Mi) ∈ Γ s,qj it must be the case that (fMi+|ζi |+1(Ari ) ∩ Esij ) \ B 1
q
(vsi ) = ∅.
For each i ∈N, let yi ∈ Lw such that πMi+si+|ζi |+1(yi) ∈ Ari and πsi (yi) = fMi+|ζi |+1 ◦πMi+si+|ζi |+1(yi)) /∈ B 1
q
(vsi ).
This gives rise to an infinite sequence, {yi}i∈N of points in Lw , a closed subset of (G,f ). Let y be a limit point of
this sequence. Notice that for every integer, d , there is an integer, sk  d , such that πsk (y) ∈ T̂sk . Hence y ∈ T̂ .
Moreover, y = vˆ, the vertex of T̂ . To see this notice that for each integer d , πd({yk}skd) = {f sk−d(yk)}skd , and
since f [T̂m] = T̂m−1 for each integer m and since f is non-contracting, we know that {f sk−d(yk)}skd ∩B 1 (vd) = ∅.q
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Ew+1 because we assumed that k /∈ {j − 1, j, j + 1}. This contradicts one of (i)–(v) of Lemma 4.
Similarly, if (2) holds then there is a single closed set, Lw , that meets three different edges of T̂ . Again this
contradicts (i)–(v) of Lemma 4. Hence if (G,f ) is locally planar at z then there must be an integer i and a labelling
of T̂i such that for every q ∈ N, (a)–(d) hold with respect to the sets {Γ i,qj }nj=1. This establishes the theorem. 
5. An example
In this section we give an elementary example demonstrating a simple function, f , on the four-od, G, such that f
has finitely many turning points and f satisfies (†) but (G,f ) has a single point at which it is not locally planar.
Let G denote the simple four-od. For convenience we will consider G to be the subset of R2 given by G =
{(x, y): x = 0 and − 1 y  1 or y = 0 and − 1 x  1}, and we will label the vertex (0,0) = v, and the endpoints
(0,1) = a, (1,0) = b, (0,−1) = c, and (−1,0) = d .
Define f :G → G to be piecewise linear such that
(1) f |[v,a] = id,
(2) f |[v,b] = id,
(3) f |[v,c] = id,
(4) f |[v,d/26]) = id.
Also f ([d/26, d]) = G where f is the piecewise linear map determined by the following points, see Fig. 1:
(1) f (d/26) = d/26,
(2) f (d/13) = f (5d/13) = f (9d/13) = f (d) = d ,
(4) f (4d/13) = f (6d/13) = f (8d/13)= f (10d/13) = f (12d/13)= v,
(5) f (3d/13) = a,
(6) f (7d/13) = c, and
(7) f (11d/13) = b.
Fig. 1. f |[d/13,d] .
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Let v = (v, v, v, . . .) ∈ (G,f ). Let K = [v, d/26] ∪ [v, c/26] ∪ [v, b/26] ∪ [v, a/26]. Since f |K is the iden-
tity and K is a four-od, (K,f |K) is a four-od. Denote the four endpoints of (K,f |K) by a′ = (a/26, a/26/, . . .),
b′ = (b/26, b/26, . . .), c′ = (c/26, c/26, . . .) and d ′ = (d/26, d/26, . . .). Let A be the unique arc in (K,f |K) that is
irreducible between d ′ and a′. Let B denote the unique arc in (K,f |K) irreducible between d ′ and b′ and let C denote
the unique arc in (K,f |K) irreducible between d ′ and c′.
Notice that if m ∈ N then π−1m (K) is an open set containing v and containing (K,f |K), see Fig. 2. It is not hard
to see that there are also several sequences of arcs, {Ai}i∈N, {Bi}i∈N and {Ci}i∈N in the open set π−1m (K) such that
Ai → A, Bi → B and Ci → C as i → ∞.
Such an open set is not locally planar at v. So (G,f ) is not locally planar at v.
Notice that (G,f ) is locally planar at every point in (G,f ) \ {v}.
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